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Ektelon® is the first brand in racquetball. 

Since 1964, we have been a driving 

force in the innovation of the game. 

From humble beginnings to world ‐

class competition, Ektelon has crafted 

racquetball equipment that consistently 

positions our athletes at the top of the 

game. And, in this competition, being 

first is what it’s all about.

Today, Ektelon is recognized as the leader in racquetball.  

No other brand has developed and introduced more 

significant technology to the sport. In four decades, we  

have revolutionized racquet sizes and shapes to enhance 

power and control, developed strings and stringing systems 

that have changed the sport forever by broadening the  

appeal to every level of player, and designing superior  

quality accessories like grips, balls, bags and footwear.  

With championship pedigree, Ektelon represents  

racquetball more than any other brand on the market.

PLAY  
WITH  
FIRE. MICHELLE  KEY
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RACQUET INNOVATIONS

1. POWER RING®

An inverted “ring” in the throat of the frame creates 
longer main strings of uniform length for enhanced 
power across the entire string bed. A grommetless 
throat increases frame durability and stiffness.

2. POWER RING® 8
By developing a throat area with eight Power Rings, 
each main string wraps around its own independent 
Power Ring. This allows maximum string resiliency, 
ultimate shot control and re-stringing is a breeze!

3. DOUBLE POWER RING
All main strings wrap around two Power Rings in 
the throat area of the frame maximizing main string  
length for ultimate power.

4. TRIPLE THREAT ® TECHNOLOGY
Woven titanium, copper, and carbon material placed  
in 3 critical locations on the frame at 10, 2, and  
6 o’clock creates a larger sweet spot in every direction.  
As a result, arm shock is reduced and stability is 
optimized for maximum power on off-center hits.

5. O3 TECHNOLOGY
By reducing aerodynamic drag, O3 technology 
racquets swing 24% faster. It’s like having the 
lightest racquet ever made without compromising 
frame strength! Large “O” ports also create a  
livelier string bed and increase sweet spot size by  
up to 59%, providing revolutionary power.

6. AIR O
“O” ports located at 3 and 9 o’clock improve shock 
dampening and aerodynamics for faster swing  
speed. Air O racquets are extremely easy to swing 
and offer greater effortless power.

7. EXO3 TECHNOLOGY
Composite inserts located in the “O” ports extend 
the string bed beyond the frame creating a larger 
sweet spot. Creating maximum power while inserts  
dampen vibration by dispersing shock before it  
returns to the frame. The “O” ports reduce  
aerodynamic drag for lightweight power on court.

8. AIR CUSHION SYSTEM (ACS)
Soft thermoplastic/rubber compound inserts are 
positioned into the “O” ports around the frame 
to dampen frame vibration and provide ultimate  
comfort on ball impact.

9. LONGBODY TECHNOLOGY
Significantly improves a player’s ability to reach 
shots that were once unreachable and delivers more 
power than ever before.

NEW
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KEY STEPS TO CHOOSING A RACQUET

1. Choose your price range and determine your playing style

2. Seek professional advice

3. Experiment with Demos

4. Refer to the Ektelon Power Level designations and  
headercard on the racquet for advice

5. Refer to www.ektelon.com for complete racquet  
specifications and information
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EXTREME STRING PATTERN (ESP)
Unique string bed designs push the envelope on  
string pattern technology. Less main strings create 
greater power and more main strings improves 
control. More main strings in a racquet increases 
string bed durability and allows for a thinner gauge 
string to be used.

AEROLITE ALLOY
Lightweight aluminum material frame is built for  
faster swing speed, strength and racquet 
maneuverability.

SUPER WIDEBODY FRAME
Frame designed over 24mm to increase stiffness 
and stability. Power, torque resistance, and frame 
vibration are improved.

QUADRAFORM HEADSHAPE
The most common shape, Quadraform allows 
for longer main strings to enhance overall power,  
as well as increased maneuverability. 

MODIFIED TEARDROP HEADSHAPE
Unique design which is much wider through the 
shoulders for a larger sweet spot at the top of the 
frame. This allows for significantly more power 
through the string bed, especially when hitting  
the ball close to the wall. 

POWER FAN
This innovative racquet design features increased 
string length and a unique string pattern that’s 
more open at the head for a larger sweet spot  
and more power. The patented Double Barrel 
Grommet system reduces frame holes for  
maximum stiffness and strength.

POWER LINE TECHNOLOGY
A reinforced beam with grooves on the inside 
surface of the racquet increases frame strength 
while reducing weight for lightweight power. 

GRAPHITXTREME®

Premium high modulus graphite material located 
throughout the entire frame provides exceptional 
lightweight strength and stiffness for ultimate 
racquet power and maneuverability.

TEXTREME®

Provides optimal reinforcement with premuim 
carbon fibers to key areas of the frame for superior 
lightweight strength and stability. Reduces torque 
on off-center hits.

CARBON KEVLAR
Provides advanced ultra-lightweight power and 
control for all players.

RACQUET INNOVATIONS

The Longbody 165 allows players 
to utilize great technologies such as 
Textreme, EXO3 and ESP to get incredible 
power while enjoying an extra .5 inch to 
reach balls that were once unreachable.

POWER LEVEL 5000
WEIGHT (UNSTRUNG) 165g
GRIP SIZES SS/LG
GRIP Vision Grip
COLOR Neon Green
RETAIL PRICE $249.99
#7UC11

The Longbody 175 allows players 
to utilize great technologies such as 
Textreme, EXO3 and ESP to get incredible 
power while enjoying an extra inch to 
reach balls that were once unreachable.

POWER LEVEL 5200
WEIGHT (UNSTRUNG) 175g
GRIP SIZES SS
GRIP Vision Grip
COLOR Neon Orange
RETAIL PRICE $249.99
#7UC12

LONGBODY 165

LONGBODY 175

NEW

NEW

5000 SERIES RACQUETS
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MORE POWER, 
MORE CONTROL, 
MORE ACCURACY.

New for 2015 our top of the line 5000 and 4000 

Series racquets are now reinforced by TeXtreme®,  

an advanced carbon fiber spread tow fabric. 

Designed to be thinner, lighter and more 

durable than traditional woven fibers, 

TeXtreme provides a unique and highly 

beneficial set of mechanical advantages.  

TeXtreme has been added to four key areas 

of every frame providing superior torsional 

stability for increased power and accuracy 

along with extra durability for the serious 

racquetball player. By allowing the frames to 

bend WITHOUT twisting, Ektelon is able to 

deliver the perfect combination of power and 

control without increasing the overall weight.

TeXtreme technology has been instrumental 

in driving championship performances in 

NASCAR®, Formula 1®, the Tour de France®,  

NHL and many other sports worldwide. 

ALL NEW LINE OF EKTELON RACQUETS

The technical story of TeXtreme®  
 

OVER 400 NHL PLAYERS USE BAUER 
STICKS MADE FROM TeXtreme® 

The technical story of TeXtreme®  
 

Visit Ektelon.com to learn more about these  
products and find a dealer near you.

Strategically placed in four  
areas, TeXtreme provides  
the following benefits:

• Improved Torsional Stability –  
Reduced frame twisting 
increases power and accuracy.

• Improved Durability –  
Interwoven fibers increase  
frame strength.

• 20% Lighter Material



4000 SERIES

Ektelon’s best selling high performance 
racquet from last season, the ESP RG 
Toron, now offered with TeXtreme® for 
more frame strength  
and power!

POWER LEVEL 4900
WEIGHT (UNSTRUNG) 170g
GRIP SIZES SS/SSR/LG
GRIP Vision
COLOR Red/Black
RETAIL PRICE $229.99
#7UB12

The best of both world’s in frame 
technologies including ESP and EXO3, 
combined with TeXtreme® creates 
the lightest racquet Ektelon has ever 
produced for unprecedented racquet 
speed and maneuverability!

POWER LEVEL 4800
WEIGHT (UNSTRUNG) 150g
GRIP SIZES SS/SSR/LG
GRIP Maxtack
COLOR Black/Black
RETAIL PRICE $229.99
#7UB11

EXO3 TORON150 ESP

TORON PRO 170 ESP

Modeled after the #1 selling high 
performance Ektelon frame during 
the past two seasons, the EXO3 
RG Toron Lite just got better. This 
utralight power frame will pack even 
more punch thanks to the addition of 
TeXtreme® material! 

POWER LEVEL 4700
WEIGHT (UNSTRUNG) 160g
GRIP SIZES SS/SSR/LG
GRIP Vision
COLOR Yellow/Black
RETAIL PRICE $219.99
#7UB13

EXO3TORON 160

Now, Ektelon has a new Standard Weight 
version of the popular ESP Toron for 
players looking for more frame strength 
and power!

POWER LEVEL 4900
WEIGHT (UNSTRUNG) 180g
GRIP SIZES SS/SSR/LG
GRIP Vision
COLOR Copper/Black
RETAIL PRICE $219.99
#7UB14

This traditional feeling racquet with 
narrow beam is reinforced with Textreme 
technology for a superior feel and control.

POWER LEVEL 4000
WEIGHT (UNSTRUNG) 175g
LENGTH 22”
GRIP SIZES SS/SSR/LG
GRIP Vision Grip
COLOR White
RETAIL PRICE $179.99
#7UB17

TORONPRO 180 ESP

ATTACK PRO 175

This limited edition Toron is the lightest 
racquet in our line with a vibrant pink color.

POWER LEVEL 4500
WEIGHT (UNSTRUNG) 155g
GRIP SIZES SS/SSR
GRIP Vision Grip
COLOR Neon Pink
RETAIL PRICE $229.99
#7UB31

EXO3 TORON 155 
LIMITED EDITION ESP*

NEW

NEW
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3000 SERIES

Patterned after Ruben Gonzalez’s first 
signature frame, the O3 RG, made stronger 
and more powerful with the addition of 
Carbon Kevlar material! 

POWER LEVEL 3500
WEIGHT (UNSTRUNG) 165g
GRIP SIZES SS
GRIP MaxTack
COLOR Yellow/Black
RETAIL PRICE $129.99
#7UB19

O3TOUR 165

One of the most popular Ektelon 
racquets ever, the O3 White, now 

“pumped up on steroids” with a 12 
main string ESP string pattern and 
Carbon Kevlar. 

POWER LEVEL 3800
WEIGHT (UNSTRUNG) 170g
GRIP SIZES SS/SSR/LG
GRIP Vision
COLOR White/Black/Red
RETAIL PRICE $149.99
#7UB18

O3WHITE 170 ESP

ESP and O3 Frame Technology combined with new Carbon Kevlar 

frame construction providing advanced ultra lightweight power and 

control for players at all levels. 

Designed after the first Ektelon O3 
racquet ever produced, this lightweight 
frame is now stronger and more 
powerful due to the advanced Carbon 
Kevlar material in the top of the frame 
and Power Ring string pattern.

POWER LEVEL 3200
WEIGHT (UNSTRUNG) 170g
GRIP SIZES SS
GRIP MaxTack
COLOR Red/Black
RETAIL PRICE $99.99
#7UB20

O3RED

Featuring a modified teardrop headshape 
for an expanded sweetspot at the top of 
the frame, 100% Graphite material with 
Longbody technology to reach those 
unreachable shots and the Power Ring 
string pattern for maximum power!

POWER LEVEL 2900
WEIGHT (UNSTRUNG) 170g
LENGTH 22.5"
GRIP SIZES SS
COLOR Yellow/Black
RETAIL PRICE $99.99
#7UC01

THUNDER 170 ESP LB

Featuring a modified teardrop headshape 
for an expanded sweetspot at the top of 
the frame, 100% Graphite material with 
Longbody technology to reach those 
unreachable shots and the Power Ring 
string pattern for maximum power!

POWER LEVEL 2800
WEIGHT (UNSTRUNG) 180g
LENGTH 22.5”
GRIP SIZES SS
COLOR Orange/Black
RETAIL PRICE $79.99
#7UC02

THUNDER 180 ESP LB

ESP frame technology, advanced string patterns and 

expanded sweetspot frame construction with Triple Threat 

provides exceptional power and stability for players looking 

to step up their game. 

NEW

NEW

2000 SERIES WITH ESP AND LONGBODY 
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Get the latest in racquetball,  
when you follow Ektelon.

2000 SERIES WITH ESP AND LONGBODY

Featuring a modified teardrop headshape 
for an expanded sweetspot at the top of 
the frame. Built with Aerolite Alloy for a 
faster swing speed, strength and racquet 
maneuverability. Longbody technology 
allows players to reach shots that were 
once unreturnable, and the Power Fan 
string pattern for maximum power!

POWER LEVEL 2600
WEIGHT (UNSTRUNG) 190g
LENGTH 22.5"
GRIP SIZES SS
COLOR Blue/Black
RETAIL PRICE $69.99
#7UC03

THUNDER 190 ESP LB

Featuring a modified teardrop 
headshape for an expanded sweetspot 
at the top of the frame. Built with 
Aerolite Alloy for a faster swing speed, 
strength and racquet maneuverability. 
Longbody technology allows players 
to reach shots that were once 
unreturnable, and the Power Fan string 
pattern for maximum power!

POWER LEVEL 2400
WEIGHT (UNSTRUNG) 200g
LENGTH 22.5”
GRIP SIZES SS
COLOR Green/Black
RETAIL PRICE $49.99
#7UC04

THUNDER 200 ESP LB

NEW

NEW

This advanced AeroLite Alloy frame 
with Triple Threat, open ESP and 
Power Ring string pattern delivers 
advanced power, stability and overall 
performance at a value price.

POWER LEVEL 1800
WEIGHT (UNSTRUNG) 205g
GRIP SIZES SS
GRIP Synthetic
COLOR White/Blue/Yellow
RETAIL PRICE $39.99
#7UB27

POWER RING
REBEL ESP

Everything you need to start playing the 
game except the court. Includes AeroLite 
alloy frame, safety approved eyeguards, 
two tournament approved Premium 
Select balls and instructional booklet. The 
carrycase includes a glove drying cord and 
shoulder strap to help carry all of your gear!

POWER LEVEL 1100
WEIGHT (UNSTRUNG) 205g
GRIP SIZES SS
GRIP Synthetic
COLOR Black/White/Red
RETAIL PRICE $34.99
#7UB30

POWER FAN 
REVENGE PACK

AeroLite aluminum alloy frames with advanced string patterns 
create the ultimate performance for players just getting into  
the game. 

An AeroLite Alloy frame with Triple 
Threat and Power Fan string pattern 
provides exceptional power and 
stability at an entry level price.

POWER LEVEL 1100
WEIGHT (UNSTRUNG) 205g
GRIP SIZES SS
GRIP Synthetic
COLOR Gold/White/Black
RETAIL PRICE $29.99
#7UB29

POWER FAN BANDIT

1000 SERIES WITH TRIPLE THREAT
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Ektelon Sport Bags are designed specifically with the Racquetball 
player in mind. The line features 6 silhouettes designed for serious 
players who like to take their game on the road to the recreational 
player for shorts trips to the club. Ektelon understands that 
features such as separate racquet compartments, glove drying  
cords and wet compartments are essential to racquetball player 
needs. Grab an Ektelon bag and carry your gear in style!

27" x 13.5" x 15" 
Ideal Tournament Bag designed to 
carry four different ways to and from 
the courts anywhere you are going!

COLOR Black/Red 
RETAIL PRICE $74.99

#6E168-060

34" x 15" x 14" 
Designed for the pro player, coach or 
serious player who needs a luggage 
style travel bag. Features a heavy duty 
trolly system and an extra large main 
compartment. 

COLOR Black 
RETAIL PRICE $99.99

#6E171-101

27" x 13.5" x 15" 
A true Touring Pro Bag designed to carry four 
different ways while you take your game on the road! 

COLOR Red/Black 
RETAIL PRICE $79.99
#6E167-613

TEAM  
TOURNAMENT

SUPER TOUR  
WHEELED BAG

TEAM TOUR

NEW

BAGS

8" x 12" x 18"  
Designed for players on the go and easily fits 
into a gym locker! This compact silhouette is 
loaded with special features including:

 - 4 separate compartments
 - Racquet Compartment
 - Electronics compartment with padded 

laptop sleeve and documents storage 
 - Security pocket
 - Wet clothes storage 
 - Padded Grab Handle
 - Padded shoulder straps

COLOR Black/Red 
RETAIL PRICE $59.99
#6E170-060

TEAM BACKPACK

25" x 16.5" x 9.5" 
Ektelon’s #1 selling bag is back! This medium-sized 
bag with large U-shaped opening and 6 compartments 
including separate storage for water bottle, eyeguard 
pouch, racquet and wet compartments.

COLOR Black/Silver/Red
RETAIL PRICE $49.99
#6E150-978

SPEEDPORT CLUB 26" x 3.5" x 12" 
Perfect for quick trips to the court!  
Featuring:

 - Roomy main compartment can fit up to 5 racquets 
 - Front accessory pocket for accessories or valuable storage 
 - Padded carry handle 
 - Padded shoulder strap

COLOR Black/Red 
RETAIL PRICE $29.99
#6E169-060

TEAM TOTE

Featuring:

 - One separate racquet compartment 
 - 2 front accessory compartments 
 - Ventilated shoe/wet clothes compartment 
 - Padded Eyewear pocket 
 - Ball Can Compartment 

 - Padded grab handle  
 - Removable shoulder strap 
 - Padded Carrying Handles 
 - Backpack /Straps with Storage 

Compartment

Featuring:

 - Heavy duty trolly system
 - Extra large compartment
 - Extra padding
 - Small pocket for valuables

Featuring:

 - 2 separate racquet compartments 
 - 2 front accessory compartments 
 - Ventilated shoe/wet clothes compartment 
 - Padded Eyewear pocket 
 - Ball can compartment 
 - Padded grab handle 

 - Removable shoulder strap 
 - Padded carrying handles 
 - Backpack /Straps with Storage 

Compartment
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DOUBLE BACK GUARANTEE – If any ball 
breaks before the label wears off, Ektelon  
will replace it with two (2) new balls.

The Revolution has arrived. New two-color 
Revolution ball is designed for ultimate 
visibility and fast action speed.

3 BALL RETAIL PRICE $4.99
#7W775-085
1 BALL RETAIL PRICE $3.49
#7W778-085

Two individually packed one ball cans.                                                          
Always fresh! Always lively!

RETAIL PRICE $8.99
#7W738-200

The official ball of the National Paddleball 
Association and the only ball made for 
indoor four wall paddleball.

RETAIL PRICE $8.99
#7W769-010

REVOLUTION FASTEST & ULTIMATE VISIBILITY

PREMIUM SELECT HANDBALL

PADDLEBALLS

BALLS

Ektelon Balls are known for leading the sport in quality and 
consistency. Tournament Directors request the Ektelon ball 
for indoor and outdoor tournaments worldwide, and they are 
approved for use in sanctioned tournaments by USA Racquetball. 
Ektelon is also the official ball of women’s pro racquetball LPRT 
and World Outdoor Racquetball and the leading state and sport 
organizations in racquetball. Each Ektelon ball is manufactured 
to fit different playing styles and needs. So, choose your speed 
and play with fire!

Popular color and speed.

12 BALL RETAIL PRICE $15.49
#7W771-200
3 BALL RETAIL PRICE $4.09
#7W746-200
2 BALL RETAIL PRICE $3.14
#7W702-200

Lower bounce for controlled rallies.

3 BALL RETAIL PRICE $4.49
#7W736-020
2 BALL RETAIL PRICE $3.49
#7W726-020

Fastest speed for longer rallies.

3 BALL RETAIL PRICE $4.49
#7W734-080
2 BALL RETAIL PRICE $3.49
#7W733-080

PREMIUM SELECT FASTER

CLASSIC FAST

FIREBALL FASTEST

Texas Racquetball Association

MONTANA  
RACQUETBALL  
ASSOCIATION
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EYEWEAR

Maximum protection for wearing over 
your prescription glasses designed with 
large vents to prevent fogging and built-
in washable sweatband and headstrap 
for ultimate safety and comfort.

RETAIL PRICE $24.99 
COLOR Clear #6E810-040

The ideal eyewear model for all lighting conditions! 
This sporty frame design comes with interchangeable 
Clear, Amber and Smoke colored lenses. Amber 
lenses brighten up the court to see the ball in low light 
conditions and the Smoke lenses shield your eye from 
the sun while playing outdoors.

RETAIL PRICE $24.99
COLOR Black/Silver #6E842-020
White/Black #6E851-010

The most advanced frame on the market  
for all players! Innovative lightweight 
frame designed for use with or without 
prescription lenses. This model includes a removable 
prescription lens insert which may be modified to fit your 
specific prescription by your eye care professional. The outer 
lens flips up to allow air flow in between points and adds 
extra protection to the insert.

RETAIL PRICE $29.99
COLOR Silver #6E848-061

An ultra sporty shield design for players 
with smaller/narrower faces. Unique lens 
shape provides additional ventilation 
and enhanced peripheral vision. Ideal for 
junior players!. 

RETAIL PRICE $22.99
COLOR Red/Black #6E847-613 
Pink/Black #6E852-609

SPEED

RX FLIP

SCOPA SLIM

QUANTUM

Ektelon eyewear is designed specifically for racquetball and 
meets or exceeds impact testing of ASTM F803 and all safety 
requirements cited by US Racquetball Official Rules, Section 2.5. 
All lenses are anti-fog and anti-scratch treated and a microfiber 
lens cleaning pouch and headstrap are included with each model.

Popular frame design now offered with vented  
lenses in multiple frame colors for extra 
function and fashion! Lightweight frame with  
padded and adjustable sidearms for a comfort  
fit. Yellow and Silver frame options come with  
standard Clear lenses and an additional Silver 
frame offering includes a Blue lens. Blue lenses 
filter out unwanted light and enhances vision while 
tracking the ball. 

RETAIL PRICE $19.99
COLOR Neon Yellow #6E850-280
Silver/Blue #6E850-060
Silver/Clear #6E850-062

Our #2 best selling frame loaded with 
premium features at a value price! Featuring 
a lightweight nylon/graphite frame with 
adjustable side arms for a comfortable fit. 
Vented lenses keeps you cool and prevents 
fogging on court. 

RETAIL PRICE $14.99
COLOR Black #6E826-020

The ultimate anti-fog eyeguard! 
Featuring a sturdy frame design 
offered in two colors with an impact 
brow bar that pushes the eyeguard 
away from your face and allows air flow 
between the frame and the extra large 
vents in the outer shield. Players rave 
about the comfort of this frame!

RETAIL PRICE $17.99
COLOR Clear #6E831-040
Blue #6E831-115

VENDETTA

STROBE

MORE GAME AIR

Our #1 best seller!  One piece shield 
design with an ultralight frame design 
provides great peripheral vision and comfort 
for players just getting into the game. 

RETAIL PRICE $11.99
COLOR Black #6E836-020

MIRAGE 
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GLOVES

Featuring high performance Premium 
Cabretta Sheepskin leather with Tackified 
Palm Strips for extra grip and long lasting 
wear. Extra knuckle padding provides 
protection for the back of the hand.

SIZES: S, M, L, XL 

RETAIL PRICE  $14.99
COLOR Blue/White
Right #6E411-410

Extra large perforated holes throughout the glove 
combined with lightweight breathable mesh backing 
keeps the hand cool and dry during play. Extra knuckle 
padding and premium Cabretta leather provides ultimate 
hand protection, comfort and performance.  

SIZES: S, M, L, XL

RETAIL PRICE  $16.99
COLOR White/Black
Right #6E403-110, Left #6E404-110

Signature glove of Ruben Gonzalez, “the legend 
of racquetball”. Featuring innovative back-
of-hand design for ultimate dive protection 
combined with the highest quality Kangaroo 
skin leather for premium performance.

SIZES: S, M, L, XL (Left not available in S)

RETAIL PRICE  $19.99
COLOR Grey/Black
Right #6E413-015, Left #6E414-015

AIROMAX

RG LEGEND

COOLMAX EXTREME

Graphite/Titanium tanned Cabretta Sheepskin 
leather with embossed digital palm pattern provides 
longer lasting wear and exceptional grip. Four-way 
stretch Lycra backing material with Neoprene 
padding keep the hand dry and protected. 

SIZES: S, M, L, XL

RETAIL PRICE $18.99
COLOR White/Black/Red
Right #6E405-166, Left #6E406-166

The #1 selling tackified glove of all time 
featuring Kangaroo leather with embossed 
digital palm and Friktion polymer treatment 
provides the ultimate non-slip surface to lock-
in your grip. Four-way stretch Lycra backing 
material with Neoprene padding keep the hand 
dry and protected.

SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL 

RETAIL PRICE  $17.99
COLOR Black /White/Black
Right #6E407-020, Left #6E408-020

The #1 selling Cabretta racquetball glove. Designed 
with high grade Cabretta Sheepskin leather material 
in the palm with Stay-soft treatment to keep glove soft 
and supple after every use and enhanced “Powernet” 
mesh backing to keep the hand cool and dry. 

SIZES: XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL (Left not available in XXS)

RETAIL PRICE  $10.99
COLOR Black/White
Right #6E409-020, Left #6E410-020

CLASSIC NXG
O3 TOUR 

MAXTACK PREMIUM 

A wide variety of high performance backing materials are used 

to keep the hand protected, cool and dry. Premium leather with 

exclusive tanning processes in palm area, provides ultimate 

traction for a non-slip grip.

This new goatskin glove has an absorbent terry 
wristband that helps absorbs moisture. Reinforced 
tab closure that locks your hand into the glove to 
reduce torque. Four-way stretch Lycra inserts that 
keeps your hand cool and provides a comfort fit. 
Synthetic leather inserts provides extra structure 
and protection to back of hand. Leather gussets 
adds extra durability and eliminates grip slippage.

SIZES: S, M, L, XL 

RETAIL PRICE  $9.99
COLOR White/Navy
Right #6E416-118, Left #6E415-118

CHALLENGER NEW
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ACCESSORIES

Premium monofilament string has 
been a staple in the Ektelon line 
for many years. The spring-loaded 
Powerfoil™ construction provides a 
great combination of power and long 
lasting wear.

16 gauge / 40ft / Clear #7W310-510

Premium multifilament strings offered 
in multiple gauges provide ultimate feel, 
durability and overall performance! 
Exclusive Softflex™ filaments combined 
with microfiber construction for reduced 
shock and greater elasticity.

16 gauge / 42 ft / Black #7W320-020 
17 gauge / 42 ft / Black #7W321-020
17 gauge / 42 ft / Red #7W321-147
18 gauge / 42 ft / Black #7W322-020
17 Reel / 330 ft / Black #7W330-020

Slide-on replacement grip with 
Ultra tacky rubber surface 
provides 100% hand to grip 
contact for maximum non-slip 
performance. Offered in multiple 
colors to accessorize your frame.

Clear #7W115-040 
Smoke #7W115-019
White #7W115-010 
Black #7W115-020

PREMIER POWER STRING

VISION GRIP

LIGHTNING XX STRING

Clear

Smoke

White

Black

Super absorbent and machine 
washable. Made from 80% cotton 
and 20% spandex/nylon material 
offered in white and black colors.

Wristband Black #6E509-115
Wristband White #6E509-125
Headband Black #6E507-115
Headband White #6E507-125

Three pack of lightweight tape strips 
with unique “ridged” design to wrap 
around the frame without wrinkles. 
Provides extra protection for the 
frame and added weight in key areas 
to change frame balance.

3 pack #7W118-020

BUMPER GUARD TAPE

SWEATBANDS

Lightweight absorbent synthetic 
wrap replacement grip with tackified 
surface for enhanced moisture 
management and non-slip grip.

#7W117-011

Unique lightweight design 
provides ultimate string vibration 
dampening in all racquets with 
any string pattern. 

#7W601-020

SILENCER DAMPENER

MAXTACK GRIP

Ektelon also provides Bumper and Grommet kits and wrist 
tethers for your racquet and replacement bag and eyewear 
parts to keep your gear going.

Premium Stay-soft deerskin leather and a 
seamless palm for superior ball control and 
feel. Hydrolite moisture management and 
paneled finger design provides ultimate 
comfort and fit.

SIZES: XS, S, M, L, XL

RETAIL PRICE  $29.99
COLOR White/Black
#6E317-701

EXTREME UNPADDED  
HANDBALL GLOVE
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FOOTWEAR

SIZES: 6.5-12, 13, 14

RETAIL PRICE $94.99
White/Black/Energy Blue #8E053-067
White/Black/Silver #8E053-905

SIZES: 6.5-12, 13, 14

RETAIL PRICE $89.99
White/Black/Red #8E052-968
Red/Black Limited Edition #8E052-613

T22 LOW

T22 MID

The #1 best selling racquet sports shoe in the U.S. was made 

famous for its unsurpassed fit, stability and long lasting 

wear. An upper design featuring open mesh material and 

forefoot straps provides the ideal combination of lightweight 

breathability and stability. 

SIZES: 7-12, 13, 14

RETAIL PRICE $94.99
Yellow/White/Black #8E058-703

SIZES: 6.5-12, 13, 14

RETAIL PRICE $99.99 
White/Black/Red #8E060-968
Black/Red #8E060-010

NFS ATTACK LOW

NFS ATTACK MID

This all new Natural Footshape (NFS) model designed 

specifically for the sport of Racquetball, features a synthetic 

leather upper with open mesh inserts for ultra-lightweight 

comfort and breathability. 

JOIN TODAY!
Sign up for a free membership when you go to EKTELON.COM 
and click on the Club Ektelon link. Learn how you can start 

accumulating rewards points on future Ektelon Gear purchases!

SIZES: 6.5-12, 13, 14

RETAIL PRICE $74.99
White/Navy #8E030-115

SIZES: 6.5-12, 13, 14

RETAIL PRICE $69.99
White/Black/Red #8E057-968
Black/White/Red Limited Edition 
#8E057-011

NFS CLASSIC LOW

NFS CLASSIC MID

The longest standing proven performers in the sport featuring 

Natural Foot Shape (NFS). Classic shoes are known by 

racquetball players worldwide for ultimate comfort and virtually 

no break-in period. The NFS Classic is roomier than most shoes 

on the market to accommodate a wider foot and reduce toe jam. 

The ultra soft gum rubber outsole provides exceptional traction 

on indoor courts.
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EKTELON.COM

For over 45 years, the Ektelon Flame has illuminated 

the path and led the journey of racquetball from 

obscurity to world class competition. It has grown 

to represent game-changing innovation, 

revolutionary technology, and a competitive 

edge leading to championship results. 

And, we’re just getting started.

This is our symbol.  

This is our gear.  

This is our game.



To learn more about Ektelon racquets, visit EKTELON.COM or follow us on                     .

RACQUET SPECS

JOIN
EKTELON.COM / CLUBEKTELON

Model Name Power 
Level

Weight 
(g) Balance Head Shape Head 

Size Material Cross Section Flex Grip Grip Size String Type String Pattern String 
Tension SRP

50
00

 S
er

ie
s 

NEW  Longbody 175 5200 175 Even Modified Teardrop 106 GraphitXtreme  
with TeXtreme® SW 20-24 SS Vision SS Premier Power 17 Double Power Ring 

12 x 17 36+/-4 $249.99

NEW  Longbody 165 5000 165 Even Modified Teardrop 106 GraphitXtreme  
with TeXtreme® SW 20-24 SS Vision SS/LG Premier Power 17 Double Power Ring 

12 x 17 36+/-4 $249.99

40
00

 S
er

ie
s

Toron Pro 170 ESP 4900 170 Even Modified Teardrop 106 GraphitXtreme  
with TeXtreme® SW 23-26 Taper SS Vision SS/SSR/LG Premier Power 17 Double Power Ring 

12 x 16 36+/-4 $229.99

Toron Pro 180 ESP 4900 180 Even Modified Teardrop 106 GraphitXtreme  
with TeXtreme® SW 23-26 Taper SS Vision SS/SSR/LG Premier Power 17 Double Power Ring 

12 x 16 36+/-4 $219.99

EXO3 Toron 150 ESP 4800 150 HH Modified Teardrop 106 GraphitXtreme  
with TeXtreme® SW 20-24 SS MaxTack SS/SSR/LG Premier Power 17 Double Power Ring 

12 x 17 36+/-4 $229.99

EXO3 Toron 160 4700 160 Even Modified Teardrop 106 GraphitXtreme  
with TeXtreme® SW 20-24 Taper SS Vision SS/SSR/LG Premier Power 17 Double Power Ring 

14 x 17 36+/-4 $219.99

NEW  EXO3 Toron 155 LE ESP 4500 155 HH Modified Teardrop 106 GraphitXtreme  
with TeXtreme® SW 20-24 SS Vision SS/SSR Premier Power 17 Double Power Ring 

12 x 17 34+/-4 $229.99

NEW  Attack Pro 175 4000 175 HL Quadraform 106 GraphitXtreme  
with TeXtreme® 20-18 CTS S Vision SS/SSR/LG Premier Power 17 Power Ring 8 

14 X 20 30+/-4 $179.99

30
00

 S
er

ie
s O3 White 170 ESP 3800 170 Even Quadraform 106 GraphitXtreme  

with Carbon Kevlar SW 23-26 Taper SS Vision SS/SSR/LG Lightning 17 Double Power Ring 
12 x 16 34+/-4 $149.99

O3 Tour 165 3500 165 Even Quadraform 106 GraphitXtreme  
with Carbon Kevlar SW 20-24 Taper SS MaxTack SS Lightning 17 Power Ring 8 

16 x 19 34+/-4 $129.99

O3 Red 170 3200 170 Even Quadraform 106 GraphitXtreme  
with Carbon Kevlar SW 23mm SB SS MaxTack SS Syn Gut 16 Power Ring 

16 x 19 34+/-4 $99.99

20
00

 S
er

ie
s

NEW  Thunder 170 ESP LB 2900 170 Even Modified Teardrop 106 100% Graphite SW 23-26 Taper SS MaxTack SS Syn Gut 16 Power Ring 
12 x 16 34+/-4 $99.99

NEW  Thunder 180 ESP LB 2800 180 Even Modified Teardrop 106 100% Graphite SW 23-26 Taper SS MaxTack SS Syn Gut 16 Power Fan 

12 x 16 32+/-4 $79.99

NEW  Thunder 190 ESP LB 2600 190 Even Modified Teardrop 106 AeroLite Alloy SW 23-26 Taper SS MaxTack SS Syn Gut 16 Power Fan 

12 x 16 30+/-4 $69.99

NEW  Thunder 200 ESP LB 2400 200 Even Modified Teardrop 106 AeroLite Alloy SW 23-26 Taper SS MaxTack SS Syn Gut 16 Power Fan 

12 x 16 30+/-4 $49.99

10
00

 S
er

ie
s

Power Ring Rebel ESP 1800 205 Even Modified Teardrop 106 AeroLite Alloy  
with Triple Threat W 23mm SB S Syn SS Syn Gut 16 Power Ring 

12 x 16 30+/-4 $39.99

Power Fan Bandit 1100 205 Even Modified Teardrop 105 AeroLite Alloy  
with Triple Threat W 22mm SB S Syn SS Syn Gut 16 Power Fan 

16 x 18 28+/-4 $29.99

Power Fan Revenge Pack*
*Includes racquet, eyeguards, two balls, 

instructional booklet, and carrycase.
1100 205 Even Modified Teardrop 105 AeroLite Alloy  

with Triple Threat W 22mm SB S Syn SS Syn Gut 16 Power Fan 
16 x 18 28+/-4 $34.99


